We compute the production cross section of a pair of Standard Model Higgs bosons at the LHC at next-to-leading order in QCD, including corrections in inverse powers of the top quark mass. We calculate these power corrections through O(1/M 8 t ) and study their relevance for phenomenology of the double Higgs production. We find that power corrections are significant, even for moderate values of partonic center-of-mass energies, and that convergence of the 1/M t expansion can be dramatically improved by factorizing the leading order cross section with full M t -dependence.
Introduction
The recent discovery [1, 2] of a scalar particle with properties that are very similar to that of a Higgs boson completes the first stage of the quest to understand the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. Indeed, after many years of preparation, ATLAS and CMS collaborations have identified an elementary particle that may be directly connected to this phenomenon. Understanding this connection will be the primary focus of particle physics in the coming years and there are two things that have to be done. First, it is important to measure couplings of the Higgs boson to gauge bosons and fermions, and to verify that the Higgs couplings to various particles are proportional to their masses. Early measurements of the couplings strengths seem to confirm this hypothesis [3] . Second, it is crucial to probe the Higgs boson self-interactions. Indeed, within the Standard Model and many of its extensions, the Higgs boson self-interaction triggers the electroweak symmetry breaking and it is important to verify that we properly understand this phenomenon.
Self-interactions of the Higgs field and the electroweak symmetry breaking induce the triple Higgs boson coupling. This coupling can be studied in the production of a pair of Higgs bosons at the LHC [4, 5, 6] . At leading order in QCD perturbation theory, the production of the Higgs boson occurs in gluon fusion and proceeds either through a box gg → HH or a triangle gg → H * diagram, see Fig. 1 . In the latter case the off-shell Higgs boson decays to two Higgs bosons in the final state H * → HH, making this contribution sensitive to triple Higgs boson coupling. Unfortunately, observation of this process at the LHC is very challenging. Indeed, it has a relatively small cross section to begin with and, furthermore, it suffers from huge backgrounds that are present for almost all major decay modes of the Higgs bosons. Earlier estimates suggest that, with 600 fb
it is possible to study the double Higgs boson production at the LHC in the bbγγ channel [7] .
More recent applications of jet substructure techniques to double Higgs production indicate that one is sensitive to this process in bbW + W − and bbττ channels with the integrated luminosity of 600 − 1000 fb −1 [8, 9] . Since substructure techniques are still in the process of being developed, it is reasonable to expect significant improvements in these initial estimates. Therefore, we will assume an optimistic outlook about prospects for measuring the double Higgs boson production cross section at the LHC and we will try to improve the quality of theoretical description of this process within the Standard Model.
We begin by summarizing what is known about the double Higgs boson production in hadron collisions in the Standard Model. As we already mentioned, the dominant contribution to the process pp → HH is the gluon fusion that only occurs at one-loop in perturbative QCD. The corresponding partonic and hadronic cross sections were computed in Refs. [4, 5] . Part of this contribution comes from gg → H * process (see Fig. 1 ) which is equivalent to single Higgs boson production. It is well-known that QCD radiative corrections to single Higgs production are large [10, 11, 12] . The bulk of these large radiative corrections comes from relatively soft gluons that should not be sensitive to the details of the final state as long as it is colorless. Therefore, we can expect that similar large corrections are present in case of the double Higgs boson production but, unfortunately, it is difficult to make this statement precise. This is so because computation of QCD corrections to double Higgs boson production requires four-point two-loop amplitudes with massive particles which are out of reach of contemporary technology for perturbative QCD computations.
Given this difficulty, computation of QCD corrections to double Higgs boson production was performed in the approximation where the mass of the top quark was taken to be very large compared to the partonic center-of-mass collision energy and the Higgs boson mass [13] . QCD corrections obtained in this large-M t approximation appear to be significant; the ratio of next-to-leading order cross section to leading-order cross section is close to a factor two if factorization and renormalization scales are set to m H . However, it is unclear to what extent these large radiative corrections are relevant for phenomenology because, as was repeatedly emphasized in the literature [13, 14] , the large-M t approximation fails to provide a good description of the pp → HH cross section for realistic values of M t , m H and the hadronic center-of-mass collision energy. To illustrate this point, we note that the large-M t limit of the leading order cross section is about fifty percent smaller than the exact leading-order cross section [14] .
To clarify to what extent the large radiative corrections observed in the large-M t limit can be trusted, we decided to compute additional terms in the 1/M t expansion at next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD and to explore how these power corrections affect the size of next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD effects. We note that it was also found from comparisons of cross sections at leading order [14] , that accounting for additional terms in 1/M t expansion does not improve the agreement between expanded and exact results for moderate and high values of the partonic center-of-mass energy √ s. In this situation, knowing additional terms in the expansion may not help with the phenomenology per se, but it is still useful for understanding the uncertainty that needs to be assigned to the NLO QCD prediction for pp → HH. Moreover, if many terms in 1/M t expansion are available at next-to-leading order, we may try to improve on the quality of the expansion by factoring out the exact leading order cross section. This strategy is known to work very well in the case of single Higgs production in gluon fusion, giving us a reason to believe that it will be useful for the process pp → HH as well. With the 1/M t expansion at hand, we will be able to determine the range of partonic center-of-mass energies, for which this procedure works well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We explain the computational methods in Section 2 and describe numerical results in Section 3. We present our conclusions in Section 4.
Computational methods
In this Section we present technical details of our computation of the NLO QCD corrections to Higgs boson pair production in proton collisions, pp → HH. The cross section is given by the product of parton distribution functions and the partonic cross section for the process ij → HH, where i and j are the colliding partons
At leading order in the strong coupling constant, both partons are gluons; at next-to-leading order, quark-gluon and quark-antiquark collisions start to contribute.
We take the gluon fusion channel gg → HH as an example to describe computational methods.
At leading order, this process occurs through a box diagram gg → HH or through a triangle 
where 
where s = 2p 1 ·p 2 , λ 1,2 are helicities of the two gluons and a, b are their color indices. We note that the first term in square brackets in Eq. While Eq. (3) is useful for thinking about Higgs boson production, it does not lead to an adequate description of pp → HH cross section since further terms in 1/M t expansion are needed.
Deriving such terms is straightforward at leading order in perturbative QCD where one can simply obtain an exact result by computing the required one-loop diagrams. Unfortunately, it becomes prohibitively difficult to do that at next-to-leading order where computation of two-loop box diagrams for gg → HH with full M t -dependence is required. To overcome this problem, we expand the relevant NLO cross sections in powers of 1/M t . We do so by employing a procedure that has been used for the computation of finite-M t corrections to the production cross section of a single Higgs boson in gluon fusion [16] . In what follows we briefly describe it.
We start by representing the total cross section for the double Higgs boson production by the properly-normalized discontinuity of the gluon forward scattering amplitudes (see Fig. 3 for sample Feynman diagrams),
The discontinuity is obtained by cutting diagrams that contribute to forward-scattering amplitudes through two Higgs lines at leading and next-to-leading order, and through two Higgs lines and a gluon line at next-to-leading order. As explained in Ref. [17] , Eq. (4) is helpful because the procedure of taking the discontinuity of the forward scattering amplitude A gg→gg commutes with modern techniques that can be used to compute it. Indeed, to calculate diagrams that contribute to A gg→gg , we first perform the large-M t expansion by treating masses and momenta of the Higgs bosons and, where appropriate, of a cut gluon line, to be much smaller than the top quark mass. Once this expansion is carried out, we obtain a large number of Feynman integrals and we reduce them to a minimal set of master integrals using the integration-by-parts technique [18, 19] . The number of master integrals is small -we require one integral for leading and seven integrals for next-to-leading order computation. The calculation proceeds through a sequence of computer-algebra programs developed for computing mass corrections to single Higgs boson production in gluon fusion [16] . M 2 t ≫ s using programs q2e and exp [21] . We express each Feynman diagram as linear combination of scalar integrals using FORM [22] and its parallel version TFORM [23] . The reduction to master integrals is performed using FIRE [24, 25] 1 which implements the Laporta algorithm [26] . The first two expansion terms in ρ are computed for general QCD gauge parameter ξ and the independence of the final result of ξ is used as a check of the computation. Furthermore, our result for the ρ 0 contribution to the partonic cross section agrees with Ref. [13] .
Sample master integrals that appear at NLO are shown in Fig. 4 . We will discuss their computation in what follows. Note that we require these master integrals to higher orders in the dimensional-regularization parameter ǫ = (d − 4)/2 since they multiply the divergent reduction coefficients. In principle, it is possible to derive exact expressions for these integrals but this is cumbersome. However, it is very easy to construct an expansion of these integrals around the double Higgs partonic threshold to, essentially, arbitrary order in the expansion parameter. We now show how this is done for individual master integrals.
For the leading order process
, there is just one master integral which corresponds to the available phase space for final state particles
where [dp] For the virtual corrections, we need two-loop vacuum bubble integrals and one additional master integral that we describe below.
The four master integrals that we require to compute for the real emission corrections are (see 
To compute I 1 , it is convenient to introduce integration over total momentum of the two Higgs
into the integrand of I 1 . We obtain
where P 12 = p 1 + p 2 and Lips is the two-particle Lorentz-invariant phase space defined as
It is straightforward to compute the phase spaces that appear in Eq. (7). We find
where s = P 
where the normalization factor N reads
To facilitate the computation of the integral, we change the integration variable by writing Q 2 = s(1 − δµ) and express the result in terms of the variable δ = 1 − 4m 2 H /s. We obtain
The integrand of I 1 can now be expanded in a Taylor series in δ and the resulting integrals can be evaluated in a straightforward way.
We now discuss the evaluation of I 2 . Note that the difference between I 2 and I 1 is due to additional terms in the integrand that, however, only depend on
H . Therefore, the integral representation for I 2 can be easily deduced from Eq. (10). We find
Trading Q 2 for µ, we obtain
and the Taylor expansion in δ becomes straightforward.
As the next step, we show that the integral I 3 is a linear combination of I 1 and I 2 . Indeed,
we can simplify it by using the following equations [dp 3 ][dp 4 ](2π
and
Lips(P 12 , Q, p 5 ).
Therefore, I 3 becomes
Using Eqs. (10) and (13), it is easy to see that I 3 can be represented as a linear combination of I 1 and I 2
Finally, the integrand for I 4 differs from that for I 2 because the term (Q 2 − m 2 H ) occurs in the denominator instead of the numerator; therefore, the useful representation for I 4 can be easily derived following the steps described above. We obtain
and we can expand it in δ in a straightforward way.
Finally, additional master integrals are needed for the virtual corrections. The virtual corrections required for this are the two-loop ones and their large-mass expansion leads to two distinct contributions. The first contribution arises when the loop momenta are comparable to the mass of the top quark. In this case, the two-loop diagrams are expandable in external momenta and the Higgs boson masses. Using the integration-by-parts, the two-loop integrals are mapped onto a single two-loop vacuum bubble integral. In a situation where one loop-momentum is comparable to the top mass and the other loop-momentum is comparable to the Higgs boson mass or to the partonic collision energy, a two-loop diagram factorizes into a product of one-loop diagrams and we do not discuss it here. In addition, at next-to-leading order diagrams appear where two Higgs bosons are produced in a way that involves exchange of a gluon in a t-channel, see Fig. 3 . The computation of these diagrams requires a new master integral. It reads (see Fig. 4 )
We calculate it following the above discussion and obtain
where
Expanding I V in δ is straightforward.
Once the reduction of the contributing diagrams to master integrals is performed and once explicit expressions for master integrals are substituted, we obtain unrenormalized results for partonic cross sections. To obtain physical results, we need to renormalize the strong coupling constant and the top quark mass to remove the ultraviolet divergences, and to renormalize parton distribution functions to remove the collinear singularities associated with gluon emissions from the initial state. For the ultraviolet renormalization, we use the one-loop expressions
Here, S ǫ = (4π) −ǫ e γǫ , γ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler constant, α s ≡ α s (µ) is the MS QCD coupling constant evaluated at the scale µ, β 0 = 11N c /6 − n f /3 is the one-loop QCD beta-function and M t is the pole top quark mass. For consistent ultraviolet renormalization, we first use n f = 6 but express our final result for cross section through α s with five active flavours by using the one-loop decoupling relation for the top quark. Ellipses in Eq. (24) stand for contributions suppressed by additional powers of α s .
The collinear renormalization is performed in the standard way, by redefining parton distribution functions. The corresponding modification of the NLO cross sections, required to make it finite, reads
where x min = 4m 2 H /s is determined from the Higgs pair production threshold in gg collisions and P gg is the gluon splitting function
with C A = 3 for QCD. Similar equations hold also for qg,qg andproduction channels; since they are standard, we do not present them here. 
Numerical results

In this
where σ (1) ij is the O(α s ) correction to the leading order cross section. For the discussion of the partonic cross sections, we set the factorization and the renormalization scales to µ r = µ f = 2m H .
We will describe the scale dependence of our results below when we consider the hadronic cross section.
We begin by showing some results for the gg channel. In Fig. 5 we compare σ The bad convergence of the 1/M t expansion should not be very surprising. Indeed, we note that the expansion is not supposed to work beyond, or even close to, the top quark threshold that occurs at √ s = 2M t . Therefore, using the expansion techniques described above, we can only hope to obtain reliable results for values of s ≥ 4M 2 t if we can show that corrections do not strongly depend on s. From this perspective, the situation is similar to what occurs in the single Higgs boson production in gluon fusion where the applicability of radiative corrections computed in the large-M t approximation is usually extended by combining them with the exact leading order cross section for gg → H. The validity of such an approach in single Higgs production is verified by comparing it to the exact results at NLO [12] and by its consistency with known power corrections to the large-M t limit at NNLO QCD [28, 29, 16, 30, 31] . Motivated by the success of this approach to QCD corrections in single Higgs boson production, we apply it to Higgs pair production as well.
We write the NLO QCD contribution to the partonic cross section as
where both numerator and denominator of the ∆-factor are expanded to the same order in ρ. By changing N in the above formula, we can check the stability of our computation against additional power corrections. Ideally, ∆
(N ) ij , should become N -independent, after sufficient number of terms are included in the numerator and denominator in Eq. (28). Our results for σ (1) gg,N are shown in Fig. 6 . We see that for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, σ
gg,N is fairly stable over a broad range of partonic center-of-mass energies. In fact, there is practically no difference between σ (1) gg,2 and σ (1) gg,3 all the way up to √ s ∼ 600 GeV but, unfortunately, σ
gg,4 shows a 13 percent increase relative to σ (1) gg,3 for √ s ∼ 450 GeV. The situation is similar for the qg channel and it is much worse forchannel where even with as many as seven terms of the 1/M t expansion the convergence seems poor, see Fig. 6 . To understand the differences between partonic channels, we note that the leading order cross section σ
gg does not properly describe the kinematic features of σ (1) qg and σ (1). Indeed, the qg scattering, for example, mainly occurs through a t-channel gluon exchange which, for large s, has little to do with the leading order process of a gluon fusion into a pair of Higgs bosons. Fortunately, these subtleties do not impact predictions for hadronic cross sections because the qg andchannels are numerically small -they provide at most ten percent correction to the next-to-leading order contribution to Higgs boson pair production cross section. Therefore, even relatively low accuracy for qg andchannels is sufficient for reliable phenomenology.
We proceed now to the discussion of hadronic cross sections. To obtain numerical results shown below we employ MSTW2008 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [15] . We consistently use leading order PDFs to compute leading order cross sections and next-to-leading order PDFs to compute next-to-leading order cross sections. We assume the energy of the LHC to be 14 TeV. Our results for leading and next-to-leading order contributions to hadronic cross sections are shown in Fig. 7 . The NLO QCD predictions for hadronic cross sections appear to be more reliable than similar results for partonic cross sections; the reason for this is the known enhancement of gluon luminosity at small values of s which reduces contributions of large-s partonic processes to hadronic cross sections. To illustrate this point, we note that even for √ s cut ∼ 700 GeV, the shift in δσ NLO gg due to the last computed term in the 1/M t expansion is close to twelve percent. For lower values of √ s cut the convergence is significantly better; for √ s cut ∼ 450 GeV, a similar shift is close to seven percent. We note that these numbers refer to NLO contributions to next-to-leading order cross sections and that the numerical significance of these shifts is further ameliorated by large leading contribution.
As we already mentioned in the Introduction, QCD corrections to Higgs boson pair production cross section at the LHC are large. To illustrate this, in the left pane of Fig. 8 we show the Kfactor, defined as the ratio of NLO and LO pp → HH + X cross sections, evaluated at µ = 2m H , as a function of √ s cut . In general, the K-factors are large, confirming earlier observation of Ref. [13] . However, the K-factor is also strongly dependent on s cut , decreasing significantly from the threshold region √ s cut ≈ 2m H to large values of s cut . This change of the K-factor is related to additional suppression of the leading order cross section for gg → HH in the threshold region that we mentioned in the Introduction and the fact that for the NLO amplitude such suppression is not present. Because of that, the K-factor in the threshold region is enhanced. To illustrate this point, we show the partonic gg cross section expanded to first non-vanishing orders in ρ and power corrections. We also note that 1/M t -corrections change the hadronic K-factor by about 14 percent at √ s cut = 700 GeV and the change decreases for smaller values of s cut . The shift in the √ s cut = 700 GeV K-factor due to the last computed 1/M t correction is close to seven percent.
In Fig. 9 , we show the residual dependence of the production cross section pp → HH on the factorization and renormalization scales that we set equal to each other. The NLO cross section is computed with all available 1/M t corrections included. The cut on the partonic center-ofmass collision energy of 600 GeV is imposed. It follows from Fig. 9 that the NLO QCD cross section is practically independent of the renormalization and factorization scales in a broad range of µ. Choosing µ = 2m H as the central value and estimating the uncertainty by increasing and decreasing µ by a factor of two, we arrive at the NLO cross section estimate σ pp→HH = 38 +0 −2 fb for √ s cut = 600 GeV to be compared to σ pp→HH = 18 +6 −4 fb at LO. The scale-dependence uncertainty of the NLO cross section is therefore close to five percent, a significant improvement compared to O(30%) uncertainty of the leading order cross section.
Finally, we briefly discuss implications of our results for the extraction of the triple Higgs boson coupling by comparing variations in pp → HH cross section induced by changes in λ HHH and the uncertainties in the Standard Model prediction for that cross section. In particular, we focus on the uncertainties caused by imperfect knowledge of the 1/M t corrections to the cross section.
For our best estimate of the pp → HH cross section, we use exact leading order result and nextto-leading contributions expanded to highest known power in ρ (i.e. ρ 4 for gg channel and ρ 6 for qg andchannel). We assign the one-sided error to this cross section by comparing it with a similar computation that employs NLO cross sections expanded through ρ 3 in gg channel and ρ 
Conclusions
In this paper, we studied top quark mass corrections to the production cross section of the Higgs boson pair at the LHC through next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD. This is an interesting process since it allows us to directly explore the self-interaction potential of the Higgs field. QCD corrections to Higgs boson pair production are known to be very large [13] ; they enhance the Higgs pair production cross section by almost a factor two. For technical reasons, these corrections were originally computed [13] in the infinite top quark mass approximation which, for realistic Higgs boson masses, has very limited applicability. For phenomenological applications, it is important to check the stability of this result against 1/M t power corrections. Computation of such mass corrections at next-to-leading order in QCD is the main goal of this paper.
We calculated power corrections through O(1/M 8 t ) for gg → HH partonic channel and through O(1/M Our computation provides a realistic estimate of the NLO QCD effects in the total cross section for a Higgs boson pair production. It justifies the use of the large-M t approximation to describe QCD corrections to this process and opens up a way to reliably estimate NNLO QCD corrections to pp → HH.
3 Given a very small dependence of the cross section on the renormalization and factorization scales, which may appear to be accidental given the magnitude of the NLO QCD corrections, computation of NNLO QCD corrections is important for quantifying theoretical uncertainty in σ(pp → HH). Moreover, it is worth remembering that observation of pp → HH is difficult and requires good control of kinematic properties of Higgs bosons decay products. It remains an important and challenging problem to extend NLO QCD results presented in this paper to describe kinematic distributions relevant for pp → HH observation.
